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A'BSTRACT 

When a horizontally infinite layer of fluid is subjected to a stabilizing salt gradient 
and to a destabilizing temperature gradient, the system becomes unstable for a sufficiently 
large value of the latter. The present analysis indicates that the system should become 
unstable to overstable or oscillatory perturbations when the disturbance is infinit esimal. 
H owever, a steady fini te amplitude solution can exist for destabilizing temperature-gradient 
values that are as littl e as one per cent of the critical value, 6 T,, predicted by l inear stability 
theory. Numerical integrations have shown that, whether the system is disturbed infinit esi-
mally wi th 6 T > 6 T, or by appropriate finite amplitude disturbances with 6 T < 6 T,, the 
final state of motion is that predicted by the steady finit e amplitude analysis. 

Introduction. Pellew and Southwell ( I 940) have shown that ordinary 
Benard convection first appears as an instability governed by the principle of 
exchange of stabilities. If a constraint, such as rotation, is present in the system, 
instability may occur first as an overstable, i.e., time-dependent, maintained 
perturbation. The latter type of instability arises because a steady type of 
motion may be too restrictive in the sense that it cannot take advantage of 
sources of potential energy that are available to a time-dependent motion. A 

1. Manuscript accepted and submitted to press 20 October 1964. 
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further fact, observed both theoretically and experimentally, is that these over-
stable motions, when they do occur, are generally less efficient in transporting 
heat and in altering the mean gradient than are steady convective motions. 
Hence, one can conjecture that, when the determining parameter (usually a 
Rayleigh number) exceeds the critical eigenvalue, overstable motions will 
occur first; as the parameter is increased further, so that steady convective 
instability can occur, the observed motions will be the latter. 

In the present paper a study is made of a layer of fluid that is stably stratified 
by salt but is heated from below. It is shown that, with a very stable salt 
stratification, overstable motions can arise for a Rayleigh number (or desta-
bilizing temperature gradient) having a value that is approximately one per 
cent of the value necessary for instability to occur as exchange of stabilities. 
This result can be explained in terms of the following simple physical picture. 

Steady infinitesimal motions can arise only when the vertical convection of 
the mean stable salinity field is balanced by diffusion of the perturbed salinity 
field. Since the diffusion of salt is much slower than the diffusion of heat, the 
temperature field is diffused more rapidly, hence the destabilizing effect of 
the latter is nullified. 

Overstable motions, on the other hand, take advantage of the slow dif-
fusivity of salt. Since the overstable motions take place as a standing oscilla-
tion, one can describe the process in terms of the (periodic) cycle of the motion. 

Fig. 1 (left) shows a vertical cross section of a cell in which the motion is 
clockwise. The crowded lines in the upper left-hand region represent warmer 
and saltier fluid than would exist there in the absence of convection. The lines 

in the lower right-hand region repre-
sent colder, less-salty fluid than that 
which exists in the same region as a 
result of pure conduction. Since heat 
diffuses more rapidly than salt, the heat 
(cold) will diffuse out through the upper 
(lower) boundary more rapidly than does 
the salt. Consequently, the isotherms 

Figure t. LEFT, An instantaneous picture of 
the distribution of isotherms and take on a horizontal character while the 
isohals as a result of a cellular 
motion (closed curve) that drives 
the fluid in a clockwise direction. 
RIGHT, The same, but with a coun-
terclockwise cell. 

salinity field is still distorted. The cell 
now has a torque acting on it; this 
torque tends to drive the fluid in a 
counterclockwise direction. When the 
perturbation salinity, temperature, and 

motion fields are phased properly, the counterclockwise motion will con-
tinue until the distorted temperature and salinity fields appear as in Fig. 1 

(right), i.e., with saltier warmer fluid in the upper right and with fresher 
colder fluid in the lower left-hand portion of the cell. Heat will again diffuse 
out through the boundaries, leaving a horizontal temperature field and the 
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same distorted salinity field. The torque now drives the fluid clockwise to 
recreate the original picture. 

From the analysis, it turns out that this type of oscill ation can exist when 
the total density fi eld is gravitationally stable. The frequency of the oscillation 
is V KT/( v +KT) of the Brunt-Vaisala frequency and thus refl ects the critical 
role of the diffusion of heat in determining the oscillatory behavi or of the 
motion. The destabilizing temperature gradient need be only about 7 /8 [ more 
precisely, v/(v+KT), where vis kinematic vi scosity and KT is thermometric 
diffusivity] of the stable salt gradient. 

The picture is drasti call y changed if finit e amplitude disturbances are 
all owed. In particular, when the imposed salinity field is very stable, steady 
finit e amplitude convective motions can exist for a value of the Rayleigh 
number that is only about one per cent of the value required for instability to 
occur as infinit esimal overstable motions. This means that finite amplitude 
steady motions can exist for a value of the Rayleigh number that is I o-4 times 
the value required for the onset of infinitesimal steady motions. The quantita-
ti ve results are based on a limited Fourier representation of the fields and 
may be subject to change when the more complete analysis is avail able. How-
ever, the qualitative picture should hold, since one can describe the result in 
terms of a simple physical argument. 

Consider the situation described for pure conduction when the layer of 
fluid is uniformly heated from below and cooled from above and when the 
lower boundary is maintained at higher salinity than the upper boundary. 
For a Boussinesq fluid, linear gradients of temperature and salinity will exist, 
with warmer salti er fluid below. Now, if the system is subjected to an ap-
propriate finit e amplitude disturbance, the effect will be to mix both heat and 
salt so that the bulk of the interior is isothermal and isohaline, with sharp 
gradients existing at the boundari es. Because of the rapid conduction of heat, 
the original destabilizing thermal gradient will be re-established long before 
the stable salt gradient can re-establish itself. Thus the bulk of fluid will be 
unstably stratified, and convection can be maintained. 

The above results were obtained analytically by two somewhat different, 
though related, approaches. Throughout the analysis, the boundaries were 
treated as dynamicall y " free" ( or slippery) boundaries that are perfect con-
ductors of both heat and salt. Since the experimental arrangement for a steady-
state system is difficult to achieve because of the lack of a reliable method for 
maintaining a given salt flu x, it seemed that idealized boundary conditions 
were adequate to provide qualitatively reliable results.2 Free, perfectly con-
ducting boundaries admit a solution whose form is a product of trigonometri c 
functions of the space variables. Hence the stability analysis can be reduced to 

2. The results apply to any experiment that has two different properti es being diffu sed, the only 
difference being the quantitati ve rat io of the diffusivit ies. It may be easier to carry out the experiment 
using two gases instead of salt and water. 
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the problem of solving an algebraic equation of third order. Part of the finite 
amplitude analysis follows exactly along the lines given by Veronis (1959) for 
convection in a rotating system. The more significant results (about the ex-
istence of steady finite amplitude solutions at values of the Rayleigh number 
far below the critical value for instability to infinitesimal perturbations) were 
derived in a remarkably straightforward and simple manner from a truncated 
Fourier expansion of the variables. In fact, the latter method has distinct 
advantages over the usual perturbation expansion because an actual parametric 
expansion is not necessary (though implied by the procedure). 

Turner and Stommel ( 1964) have carried out experiments that approxi-
mately realize the assumed conditions of this analysis. The experimental results 
show that a finite amplitude solution does exist below the critical Rayleigh 
number. (In one case the magnitude of the destabilizing effect of temperature 
on density was about one-sixth that of the imposed stabilizing salt gradient, 
whereas the linear analysis would require near-equality for convection to occur.) 
There were no indications of an oscillatory behavior in the flow pattern 
through either instrumental recording or visual observation. There were, how-
ever, qualitative disagreements between theory and experiment, but these can be 
explained in terms of basic differences in the conditions of the two methods. 

In particular, the experiments indicated that the convective motion occurs 
in horizontal layers or bands of fluid with a large horizontal scale. However, 
this result can be traced to a lateral flux of heat into or out of the side walls. 
With well-insulated side walls, this banded structure should not exist. In 
transient experiments, where a layer of fluid initially stably stratified by salt 
is subjected to heating from below, the observed banded structure is very 
likely a real transient effect. Since the analysis does not apply to the latter 
experiment, it will be necessary to treat that problem separately. 

Finally, one should note the relationship of the present analysis to that of 
Stern on salt fingers ( I 960 ). The present study is an analysis of a situation 
that is gravitationally the opposite of Stern's. That is, in this study the saltier 
warmer fluid is below the fresher cooler fluid whereas in Stern's study the 
saltier warmer fluid is on top. One can treat the two problems by considering 
the same configuration but with the assumption that gravity is positive down-
ward in one problem and positive upward in the other. 

As regards applicability to the oceans, one can make two separate remarks. 
It is certainly true that the situation considered by Stern exists over most of 
the ocean, i.e., salty warm water usually lies above fresher cold water. The 
configuration considered in this paper can be expected to exist (i) near coastal 
regions where tidal effects could carry salty warm water in under fresher cold 
water or (ii) in areas such as the eastern Atlantic where salty Mediterranean 
water flows out through the Strait of Gibraltar into the open ocean. 

Stern has shown that the process involving salt fingers alone could redistri-
bute the salt throughout the vertical and bring about a vertically isohaline 
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distribution in a matter of days. That this is not observed in nature is due to 
an instability in which salt fingers are destroyed. Thus salt fingers are con-
tinuously created and destroyed, and the natural situation in the oceans appears 
to be much the same as would exist if the process were absent. 

The present analysis indicates that, if the initial condition of warm salty 
water underlying cold fresh water does in fact exist, the finite amplitude in-
stability would take place so as to destroy the initial condition, and the final 
configuration would be an essentially isohaline distribution. 

2. Formulation of the Problem. A layer of fluid of depth d is subjected to 
boundary temperatures: Tm at the bottom, z = o, and Tm - !::,. T at the top, 
z = d. The corresponding salinities are Sm at z = o and Sm - D.s at z = d. 
The distributions of temperature and salinity in the absence of convection are 
linear in the vertical, so that the temperature is given by T =Tm - D. T(z/d) 
and the salinity bys= sm-D.s(z/d). It is convenient in the following analysis 
to break up the temperature and salinity into (i) the linear parts given above 
and (ii) the parts due to convective redistribution. The boundaries are taken 
to be dynamically free as well as perfect conductors of both heat and salt. 
Furthermore, the analysis is restricted to two-dimensional motions, i.e., 
quantities are assumed to vary only in one horizontal direction, x, and in the 
vertical direction, z. 

The Boussinesq equations of motion, used for the analysis, have the form 

a I 
- v +v. "i/V = - - vp +g (aT-{Js)k +vv 2 v' 
at em 

au aw 
- + - =O. 
ax az 

The equations for conservation of heat and salt are 

aT 
- +v. vT-w!::,. T = KT'y2 T' 
at 

as 
- + V . 'vs - w D. s = Ks "i/ 2 s' 
at 

where the linearized equation of state, 

e = em(I -aT+{Js), 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

has been used in the body force term (k is a unit vector positive upward), and 
where KT and Ks are the kinematic coefficients of diffusion of heat and salt, 
respectively. The density, em, is the mean density of the system. The quan-
tities IX. and fJ are given by IX.= -([1 /e] [ae/a TJ)s,p; fJ = ([1/e] [ae/as])T,p• 
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The salinity, s, and temperature, T, from here on denote the contribu-
tions due to convection, since the linear, conductive contributions have been 
separated out. 

A convenient nondimensionalization is v = (KT/d) v, t = (d2/KT) t, (x,y, 
z) = d(x,j, i), T = (LT)T, s = (Ls) s, n = pd2/emv KT. The equations 
take the form 

- - +v·vv = - vn+(RT- R8 s)k+v2 v, 1 (av ) 
a 8t 

[Ju 8w 
- + - = o, ax 8z 

oT 
- +v·vT-w= v 2 T, 
8t 

8s 
- +V O 'y S -w = T'y 2 S) 
8t 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

where -r = K8/KT (= .01), a = v/KT (= 7), R = g(Y.LTd3/v KT, R8 = 
gf]Lsd3/vKT. The caps have been dropped from the dimensionless variables. 
Note that the salinity Rayleigh number, R8 , is defined here with KT in the 
denominator. 

The two-dimensional continuity equation can be satisfied by introducing 
the stream function, 'If}, in the form 

O'lfl O'lfl 
U = -, W= - -

[)z ax (10) 

If the pressure, n, is eliminated by cross differentiation, one derives the three 
equations 

( 
l a 2) 2 8T 8s 1 - - -v V 'If} = - R - +Rs- + - 0(1P,'vz1P), 
a 8t ax 8x a 

(:t -v 2
) T+ :: = 0(1P, T), 

(II) 

(12) 

where the Jacobian is defined as S(J,g) = [(8 f /8x)(8g/8z)] - [(8 J/8z) (8 g/8x)]. 
The boundary conditions are 

[)2"P 
'lf}= - =T = s=o 

8z2 
at z = o, 1. 

The problem now is to solve this nonlinear set of equations subject to the 
boundary conditions (14). Since the set is not tractable by any presently known 
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analytical methods, it is necessary to resort to approximate methods for the 
finite amplitude solution. However, the linear stability problem will be solved 
first. 

3. Stability .Analysis. Consider the basic conductive state where the temper-
ature and salinity have constant gradients. If the system is perturbed by in-
finitesimal perturbations in the temperature and salinity as well as by infinitesi-
mal velocities, the problem is to solve the linear equations 

- - - "v "v 'IJl = - R - + Rs - , 
( 

1 a •) 2 ar as 
a at ax ax 

( l 5) 

(i - n•) T = - a'IJl 
at V ax' 

(i--r"v•)s=-a'IJl_ 
at ax 

subject to the boundary conditions (14). 
Since the equations have constant coefficients, one can introduce a Fourier 

representation for the variables. A set that satisfies the equations and the 
boundary conditions is 

'IJl ~ ePt sin ncxx sin nnz, 

T, s ~ eP1 cos ncxx sin nnz, 
(18) 

where ex is a parameter that is at present arbitrary, n is an integer, and p is a 
complex number that represents the growth rate and the time-oscillatory 
character of the solution. 

One finds that, in order for a solution to exist, the following cubic equation 
in p must be satisfied: 

p3 ( l + -,;) [ (-,; ) n
2 

cx
2

] ~+ 1+~ k2 p2 + ~+-r+1 k4-(R-Rs)kz p+ 

+-rk 6 +(Rs--,; R) n2 cx2 = o, 

where k2 = n 2 (ex•+ n2
). 

Consider the case when the solutions have zero growth rate, i.e., where 
the real part of p vanishes. Then, substituting p = i Pm, where m = I, 2, 3 
and Pm is real, one derives two equations from (19) by separately equating to 
zero the real and imaginary parts of the equation. Thus, 

(20) 
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( 
l +•) -k' 1 + - a- p:n+rk6 +(Rs-rR)n'a:' = o. (21) 

When Pm = o, the above set reduces to 

k6 R 
R= -- +~ . 

n 2a:2 r 

Now, since Rs is proportional to the imposed stable salt gradient, one can 
consider Rs as given, and eq. (22) then becomes one in which the destabilizing 
temperature gradient, represented by R, is expressed as a function of Rs and 
the wave numbers a: and n. Using the definition of k2, one finds that the 
minimum value of R exists when n = 1 and a:2 = ½-

Thus 

Re - 27n4 Rs 
min - + , 

4 r 

where R':nin corresponds to the minimum value of R for steady convective 
motions. 

It can be seen from eq. (23) that, given a very stable salt gradient, so that 
Rs?:. (27/4) n4, R':nin must have a value that is about 100 times the value of 
Rs. In other words, the destabilizing temperature gradient must exceed the 
stabilizing salt gradient by a factor of 1 oo. This result clearly violates one's 
intuition, since it means that the vertical density profile must be highly un-
stable gravitationally before convection can occur. It can also be seen from 
(23) that, for the steady linear problem, a more natural nondimensionalization 
would be one in which Rs was defined with Ks rather than KT in the de-
nominator. This is a preferable form for the steady linear problem and has been 
used by Stern (1960). However, it is preferable only when the diffusion of 
salt is essential to the process, and it will be seen later that such is not the case 
in the time-dependent and finite amplitude analyses. 

When Pm-:,,!:: o, eq. (20) can be solved for p-:n_. Hence 

p~ = a (: +-r + 1) k4 - a (R - Rs) n::•. 
Substituting (24) into (21), one derives 

R = a +r Rs+ (a+ 1 +r)([r/a] +r + 1)-r _!!___ . (
25

) 
1 + a a+ 1 n'a:' 

Since r""' .01, a""' 7, one can neglect rand simplify (25) to 

a (a:'+ n')3 R,,,, __ Rs+----n4. 
I +a ll: 2 
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Substituting into ( 24) yields3 

9 

(27) 

Since the minimum value of R is again attained when n = I , IX' = ½, one has 

R':nin = _ a_ Rs+ 27 n;4, 
1+a 4 

where R':ntn corresponds to the minimum value of R for overstable motions. 
One notes that in this case, given a stable salt gradient, it is necessary for the 
destabilizing temperature gradient, expressed in terms of the Rayleigh number 
R, to exceed the minimum value for ordinary Benard convection by ( a/[ I +a]) 
R8 • For the case where the salt gradient is very stable, i.e. R8)) (27/4)n4, 
the destabilizing temperature gradient need provide an effect on density that 
is only a/( I + a) ( or v/[v +KT]) of the stable salt gradient. In other words, 
the linear stability analysis with overstable motions states that the system can 
become unstable when the total density field is gravitationally stable. 

Finally, note that, for R8)) (27/4) n4, R':ntnfR':-ntn Ri (-ra)/(1 +a) < .OI. 
Hence, instability to infinitesimal perturbations will occur first as overstable 
motions. Experimentally then, one would expect that overstable motions will 
be observed first. 

4. Finite .Amplitude Results by a Perturbation Method. When the finite 
amplitude solutions to the overstable problem were first sought, the method 
of analysis used was that explained by Veronis (1959). In particular, an arbi-
trary, small parameter, 8, which turns out to be proportional to the amplitude 
of the motion, was used as an expansion parameter. Thus one writes 

S = Sm - .6. s _:__ + 8 So+ 8 2 Sr+ 83 Si+ ... , 
d 

R = Ro+ 8 R, + 8 2 R 2 + .... 

In addition, the time variation is rewritten as 8/ot = p(o/01:), and p IS also 
expanded in powers of 8. 

3. In dimensional units, eq. (27) states that, for very short horizontal wave lengths (large ,x2
), 

the frequency of the oscillation is Pm = y' g {J (i)s /iJ z) (Kr/v + Kr) , or about one-third of the Brunt-
Viiisiilii frequency, which would obtain if only the stable salt gradient were present. Note that the 
viscosity and thermal conductivity affect the value of p, •. 
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If one proceeds thus and solves the resulting equations in the expansion, 
one finds that the set with subscript zero (equations with coefficient s) cor-
responds to the stability problem that was solved in § 3. The quantities ix 2

, 

R 0 , and po have the values given in the stability analysis. The equations with 
coefficient 1,2 can be solved provided one satisfies certain solubility conditions. 
The latter determine the quantities Rr and pr in the expansion. The next-
order equations can be solved, again provided that certain solubility conditions 
are satisfied; these conditions determine the quantities R2 and p2. The details 
will not be presented here, since the method is explained in the earlier paper 
(Veronis 19 59), to which the reader is referred if he wishes to carry out the 
procedure for the present problem. 

It suffices here to note that, if one solves the system to order 1,3, the value 
of Rr is found to vanish and the value of R2 is found to be negative provided 
that R 8 ;;:; 9000. Thus, when the latter condition is satisfied, the system must 
have solutions for values of R less than Ro (which is R':ntn in this case). 
This can be seen from the last of eqs. (29), where, to order s2

, if Rr = o, 
1,

2 = (R- Ro)/R2. Since s is a real expansion parameter, 1,2 must be positive; 
hence, when R 2 < o, it is necessary that R <Ro. 

This result means that a finite amplitude instability will result if the system 
is disturbed with a sufficiently large (and appropriate) disturbance. In particu-

lar, if one plots heat flux vs. temperature dif-

6T 

H 

ference, one derives a diagram (to order s2) that 
appears like the diagram in Fig. 2. 

The straight-line portion corresponds to pure 
conduction whereas the curve that comes down 
and eventually goes off to the right is the de-
duced finite amplitude curve. The value /::;. Tc is 
the minimum temperature difference required for 
marginal instability to infinitesimal disturbances. 

This first finite amplitude result is essentially 
Figure 2. A schematic sketch of 

the lowest order result qualitative. One must carry the expansion pro-
cedure to at least sixth order to deduce the for heat transport vs. 

temperature difference 
when a finite amplitude 
motion can exist for a 

actual shape of the convection curve as it turns 
up again. (The curve must turn up again, since 

subcritical temperature the present result means that one can have indefi-
difference, I', T < I', T , . 

nitely large heat transport for subcritical values 
of R.) Since the expansion procedure is a very 

tedious one to carry out to higher orders, the present method was discarded 
and another, related, approach was attempted. 

5. Finite .Amplitude Method Using a Limited Representation. From the 
physics of the problem it is clear that, once convection has set in the mean 
( or horizontally averaged) temperature and salinity fields must be distorted by 
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the convective motions. Hence, a minimal representation, which takes account 
of the finite amplitude motion plus the distortion of the temperature and 
salinity field, is the following: 

'f/J = a, (t) sin 1w.x sin nz, 

T = a2 (t) sin 2 nz + a3 (t) cos 1llXX sin nz, 

S = a 4 (t) sin 2 nz + a8 (t) cos n1Xx sin nz . 

It is obvious that 'f/J is minimally represented, since it is the simplest possible 
form for satisfying the boundary conditions; it is also the form of 'f/J for the 
stability problem. The amplitude, a,(t), is (generally) a function of time and 
must be determined. The term a3 cos nlXX sin nz is also a minimal represen-
tation for T and is included because it must balance the stream-function term 
in the heat equation. The term a2 sin 2 nz represents the minimal representa-
tion for the distortion of the mean temperature field. The reason for the value 2 

in the argument is that the mean temperature field is distorted by the convective 
term, wT, in the heat equation; since both w and T have components pro-
portional to sin nz, this will force a sin 2 nz-dependence on the mean temper-
ature. Similar remarks apply to s. 

The problem now is to determine the ai. The equations that determine 
the ai are derived by substituting the set (30) into eqs. ( 1 I) to ( 1 3). The result is 

• z 1l2 IX 
a2 = -4n a2 + -- a,a3 , 

2 

• 2(2 ) 2 a3 = -n IX +1 a3 -n1Xa,-n 1Xa,a2, 

• 2( 2 ) 2 a5 = -Tn IX + I a5-n1Xa, -n 1Xa,a4 , 

where the dot represents a time derivative. 
The system can be simplified slightly by multiplying each equation by n 2 IX 

and then defining 

Thus 
• a1X 

.A,= -an2 (1X2 + 1).A, - --- (RA3 - R8 .A5), 
n(IX2 + 1) 

Az = -4n2.A2+½.A,.A3, 

(32) 

(33) 
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.A3 = -:n! (cc+ 1).A3 -nee.A, -A,A2, 

.A4 = -4-r:n2 .A4 +{-.A,.As, 

.A5 = --r:n 2 (oc2 + 1).A5 -na.A, -.A,.A4. 

[23, I 

(33) 

One recalls that the first infinitesimal instability occurs as an overstable 
motion so that one expects a time-dependent solution for the Ai. However, 
the set (33) is sufficiently nonlinear so that no analytic solution was found. 
There is little new to be gained by pivoting the solution about the linearized 
system, since that is the approach used in § 4. Furthermore, one expects finite 
amplitude solutions to exist for subcritical R. These considerations indicated 
that a numerical integration would be most appropriate for deriving finite 
amplitude, time-dependent solutions. 

The following procedure was adopted: The set (33) was reduced to finite 
difference form and small initial values were assigned to the .A1, for a fixed 
value of Rs and values of R at or below the critical value for overstability. 
The system was then integrated numerically, and in every case the amplitudes 
decayed to zero. A supercritical value of R ( > R':nin) was then taken, and the 
system eventually achieved a finite amplitude solution that was maintained. 
The value of R was then reduced to the critical value, R':nin> and the initial 
conditions were chosen as the solution for the supercritical value of R. A new 
finite amplitude solution was established, with a mean value of the heat flux 
slightly smaller than that for the supercritical value of R. The value of R 
was reduced again, and the initial conditions were the finite amplitude solution 
at R':nin. Again a finite amplitude solution was established. The process was 
continued until R was decreased to a point where the system eventually decayed. 

Because the time increment for a stable numerical integration is relatively 
small (!::,t <.oor) and because !::,tis even smaller as Rs is increased, the com-
puting time for the numerical integrations turned out to be so long that it 
was necessary to keep near the maximum permitted value. When !::,tis chosen 
thus, the system can exhibit spurious oscillatory behavior. For this reason, a 
number of time integrations were made before a particularly interesting char-
acteristic property of the system was observed. THE SYSTEM, IN FACT, APPRO-
ACHED A STEADY STATE when the time increment was chosen sufficiently 
small and when the numerical integration was extended to sufficiently long 
periods, such as t = 5 . 

This result is astonishing when one considers the fact that instability to 
infinitesimal steady motions occurs for a minimum value of R, viz. R~in> 
which is far greater than R':nin. The implication is that, even though R~in 
is much greater than R':nin, a finite amplitude instability of steady motions 
exists for values of R less than R':nin. Once one realizes this fact, it is a simple 
matter to return to (33) and solve for the steady-state solutions for the Ai -
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One can expect that the steady-state system would have solutions. But that 
the latter should exist for values of R <R':nin is indeed remarkable. 

Setting the left-hand sides of (33) equal to zero, one finds 

Ai = A,A3 
8 :n;l ) 

A3 = - :na.A, 
:n;l (a.l+ 1) +A: / (8:nl)) 

A A,As 
4 = 8-r:nz' 

(34) 

Hence, 

(35) 

or A, = o . 

The condition that must be satisfied for the existence of real and positive 
A: is that the discriminant of (35) be non-negative. Hence, the limiting 
condition for real A: is 

and the solution of (36) for R is 

(37) 

The second solution for R leads to negative values for A:. 
As -r1 

RS 10-4, (37) can be simplified to 

R = [V•Rs + v:n4(1a.~a.l)3r) 
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where Rfntn is the minimum value of R, for which a finite amplitude solution 
can exist. Hence, when r R8 )) (27/4) :n:4, i.e., when the salt stratification is 
very strong, one finds that Rfnin-+ r R8 • In other words, a steady finite 
amplitude solution exists for a value of R that is only one per cent of R'intn. 
Recall that for infinitesimal steady motions it was necessary that R ""' R81-., 

and for overstable motions that R ""' a R8/ ( a+ I) for very large values of R8 • 

Irrespective of the particular mechanism considered, the optimum value of 
the horizontal wave number for the onset of convection is given by e<:2 = 1/ 2 • 

That is, minimizing R~tn, R':ntn, or Rfntn as functions of cc leads to e<:2 = 1/ 2 • 

From this analysis, therefore, one concludes that the ratio of cell width to 
cell height at the onset of convection should be the same as that for the ordinary 
Benard problem. Though the analysis is based on a very limited representation, 
there is still some justification for expecting that the long flat cells observed 
by Turner and Stommel ( I 964) must be either transient or due to side-wall 
effects. 

Fig. 3 exhibits the numerical results for the linear and the finite amplitude 
studies, with a 2 = 1 / 2 • R'inin/:n:4, R'intn/:n;4, and Rfnin/:n;4 are plotted as functions 
of R8 /:n;4. Rfnin is greater than R'inin when Rs ;$ 35. 

A useful picture is that of heat flux vs. temperature difference for a fixed 
value of Rs. The heat flux, H, through the system is constant at any level 
in the steady state, and one can obtain the value of H for the present model 
from the relation H = - KT(o T /oz)z=o· 

Since o T/oz is composed of the constant gradient plus the change in the 
mean field, it is easily calculated. Thus 

6T 
H = KT - (I -2:n;a,), 

d 

Now one can evaluate A: from eq. (35). At R = Rfntn, 

and at R = R'inin, 

(39) 

Relation (41) shows that A: has two values at R = R'inin- This is because 
the curve for heat flux vs. temperature difference starts from the conductive 
value at R = R'inin, turns down (as in Fig. 2) until R = Rfnin, and then turns 
up again. At all values of R greater than Rfnin there are two steady-state values 
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Figure 3. Values of R;.,,Jn4, R:;,Jn4, R:,in/;n4 as functions of R,/:n4. The curves all attain asymp-

totic values for R,/:n4> ro4. The curves for R_:,,Jn4 and R:,,J:n4 cross at R,/;n;4 ""'0.36, 

so that for R,/n4 < o . 36, instability occurs as infinitesimal overs table motions. 

for the convective heat flux. If one considers the second value of A: in eq. 
( 41 ), which is the right-hand portion of the heat-flux curve, and the value ( 40) 
of Rat Rfntn, one sees that, for very large values of R6[ )) (27/4) (:n4/r)J, A: 
is very large; in both cases, eq. (39) is approximated by 

l::,.T 
H = 3 KT d . 
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Figure 4. The heat transport, H (in arbitrary nondimensional units), is plotted as a function of R/R, 

for a value of R, ;,, 106. The straight line on the extreme left is the line of pure heat con-
duction. The line on the extreme right is the asymptotic value ( = 3 times the conductive 
t ransport) of H fo r large values of R, . The intermediate curve is the smaller, steady, heat 
transport curve for a finite amplitude disturbance. The short dotted curve leaving the 

conduction line at R:,n is a sketch of the H-vs.-R /R , curve for finite amplitude overstable 

motions. The latter is a "steady" but not a stable solution. 

Thus the convective heat fl ux is twice the conductive heat flux in this 
lim ited case. The full curve is shown in Fig. 4, where the total heat 
flux (in arbitrary units) is plotted as a function of R /Rs (or al:,. T /{Jl:,.s) 
for very large values of Rs. At R/R8 = R'fnin/Rs("" 100), the heat flux is 
represented by the conductive value. T he convective heat flux is very small 
(but finite) as R /R8 is decreased. At R/Rs = Rfnin/R8 , the heat flux has three 
times the conductive value. As R / R8 is increased from Rfnin/ Rs and one fol-
lows the right-hand branch of the curve, the convective heat flux is seen from 
(42) to have three times the conductive value. The small broken curve that 
leaves the conductive l ine at R /Rs = 7/s is a schematic sketch of the finite 
amplitude curve for the overstable motions. 

The results given above state that the possible finite amplitude instability 
in this problem yields results that are not only quantitatively different from 
the results obtained from linear stabil ity theory but that the qualitative nature 
of the motion changes character. That is, from linear stability theory one would 
expect the onset of convection to occur as time-periodic motions. But finite 
amplitude steady motions can exist for values of the Rayleigh number even 
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smaller than R':nin. Once the system becomes unstable, whether it be to in-
finitesimal perturbations at R = R':nin or to finite amplitude disturbances at 
R < R':nin, the developed state of convection will be steady. 
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